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Abstract
Decision making is traditionally based on utilitarian
criteria such as cost, eciency, time, etc. These criteria are reasonably easy to formalize hence, for such
criteria, we can select the best decision by solving the
corresponding well-dened optimization problem.
In many engineering projects, however, e.g., in designing cars, building, airplanes, etc., an important additional criterion which needs to be satised is that the
designed object should be good looking. This additional criterion is dicult to formalize and, because of
that, it is rarely taken into consideration in formal decision making.
In the 1930s, the famous mathematician G. D. Birkho
has proposed a formula that described beauty in terms
of \order" and \complexity". In the simplest cases, he
formalized these notions and showed that his formula
is indeed working. However, since there was no general
notion of complexity, he was unable to formalize his
idea in the general case. In this paper, we show that
the existing computer-based general notion of object
complexity (called Kolmogorov complexity) leads to a
reasonable formalization of Birkho 's idea and thus,
leads to a possibility to take aesthetic criteria into consideration in decision making.

1 Introduction
Traditional formalized engineering decision
making does not take beauty into consideration.
Decision making is traditionally based on utilitarian
criteria such as cost, eciency, time, etc. These criteria are reasonably easy to formalize hence, for such
criteria, we can select the best decision by solving the
corresponding well-dened optimization problem.

In many engineering projects, however, e.g., in designing cars, building, airplanes, etc., an important aditional criterion which needs to be satised is that the
designed object should be beautiful (or at least good
looking). This additional criterion is dicult to formalize and, because of that, it is rarely taken into consideration in formal decision making.

How can we formalize beauty? Birkho's formula. In the 1930s, G. D. Birkho , one of the world

leading mathematicians, has proposed a formula that
described beauty in terms of \order" and \complexity" 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] (see also 8]). Namely, according
to his formula, the beauty of an object is equal to
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How can we describe \order" and \complexity"?
In the simplest cases, Birkho formalized these notions and showed that his formula is indeed working.
Namely, he showed that the beauty of simple geometric
patterns, of simple melodies, and even of simple verses
can be well described by his formula. However, since
there was no general notion of complexity, he was unable to formalize his idea in the general case. This is
what we are planning to do in this paper.

2 Our main idea
Towards formalization of Birkho's formula. In

our formalization, we will use the general computerbased notion of object complexity, which is widely used
in computer science. For example, we can dene the
complexity ( ) of an object as the length ( ) of
the shortest program (in a certain language) which
generates this object. This notion of object complexity
was originally proposed by G. Chaitin, A. Kolmogorov,
and R. Solomono , and it is usually called Kolmogorov
complexity (see, e.g., 9, 21]). Alternatively, we can use
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a modication of this notion which takes into consideration not only the length ( ) of the program (i.e.,
the number of bits in its computer description), but
also the time ( ) that the program takes to generate
the desired object .

ify the algorithm. As a result, to make the program
faster, we must usually make it longer. Vice versa, we
can often shorten the program by eliminating some of
the time-saving parts and thus, by making its running
time longer.

In order to choose an appropriate formalization, let us
start with an informal discussion of Birkho 's ideas.

This trade-o is not only true for programs written in
the same programming language, the same trade-o is
true if we compare programs written on programming
languages of di erent level. For example, we can write
a program in machine code (or in assembler language,
which is close to the machine code).
In a machine-code program, we have to spell out
all necessary steps, so this program will be reasonably long. On the other hand, in a machine
code program, every instruction will be immediately implemented, so running this program does
not take too long.
Alternatively, we can write our program in a high
level programming language (e.g., in C++). In
this case, the program is usually shorter, because
we do not need to spell out all the details, it is sufcient to describe the construction that we want
to use (like a loop or calling a function). However, when we run this short program, we rst
need to translate it into the machine code (i.e.,
compile it), and this compiling takes extra time.
Thus, we can get a shorter program which runs longer,
or we can have a longer program which runs faster.
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p

p
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Informal motivations: the ideas behind
Birkho's notions. In Birkho 's description, complexity of an object looks like time which is necessary

to generate this object. For example, he denes the
complexity of a polygon as the number of its vertices,
etc. Intuitively, it is clear that beauty must be reasonably simple, so, all other characteristics being equal,
the more over-complicated the object is, the less beautiful it is.
Similarly, Birkho 's order looks like a simplicity of the
description: if we can describe an object by using a
shorter text, then its order is higher. If the only way
of describing an object is to enumerate all its pixels
(all its nodes for a melody, all its vertices for a polygon, etc.), then this object does not have much order
in it. Intuitively, it seems reasonable that an object
with some order in it should (all else being equal) look
prettier than an object with less order. How can we
formalize this notion of \order"?
By a description, we mean a complete description, i.e., a
description which is detailed enough so that, given this
description, we can uniquely reconstruct the object. In
other words, the description must serve as a program for
a computational device which, given this description,
reconstructs the object. In these terms, the length of
the description is the length ( ) of this program . So,
the smaller ( ), the more order is there in the object.
l p

p

l p

Summarizing our discussion of complexity and order,
we can conclude that the beauty ( ) of an object
depends on the time ( ) of the program which
generates , and on the length ( ) of this program, i.e.,
that ( ) = ( ( ) ( )) for some function ( ). The
only thing we know about the function ( ) is that
it should monotonically decrease with the increase of
each of the variables and .
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In these term, the question of formalizingbeauty can be
reformulated in more mathematically-sounding terms:
Which function ( ) should we choose?
f t l

Which function ( ) should we choose? It is
f t l

well known in computer science that there is a trade-o
between the program time and the program length. A
short program usually uses only a few ideas of pseeding
up computations, and thus, takes a reasonable amount
of time to run. If we want to speed up the computations, we must add some complicated ideas and mod-

Our denition of the formalized beauty depended on
the program . It is reasonable to require that the
\beauty" of an object should not depend on which
level we write this program . Let us formalize this
requirement.
p

x

p

By going to a di erent level of programming, we can
cut a lot of bits from the length of the program. Let us
describe this cut step-by-step and analyze what happens if we cut exactly one bit.
We are interested not in the abstract notion of beauty,
but in the much more specic notion of the beauty
of the engineering designs. When we talk about an
engineering design, we mean that we have specications which are usually relatively easy to check, and we
want to nd a design which meets these specications.
Checking is relatively easy, the most dicult part is
nding the design.
If we cut a bit from the program that generates the
design , we get a new program which is exactly
one bit shorter ( ( ) = ( ) ; 1). To generate the
desired design , since we do not know whether the
deleted bit was 0 or 1, we can try both possible values
of this bit (i.e., run two programs 0 and 1) and
nd out which of the two designs meets the original
specications. Thus, if we delete a bit, then instead
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of running the original program once, we run two
programs 0 and 1. Hence, crudely speaking, when
we decrease the length of the program by 1, we thus get
a double increase in the running time: ( ) = 2 ( ).
p
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From this viewpoint, the fact that the beauty should
not depend on the level means, in particular, that the
values of ( ) computed as ( ( ) ( )) should stay
the same if we replace the original program by a
one-bit-shorter program . In other words, we should
have ( ( ) ( )) = ( ( ) ( )). Since we know that
( ) = ( ) ; 1 and ( ) = 2 ( ), we thus conclude that
(2 ( ) ( ) ; 1) = ( ( ) ( )) for every program . In
other words, the desired function ( ) must satisfy,
for every two integers and , the following equation:
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(2)

Functions which satisfy this equation can be explicitly
described:

3 Main result and discussions
De nition. We say that a function ( ) is invariant
f t l

if it satises the equation (2) for all positive integers
and .

t

l

Proposition. A function ( ) is invariant if and
f t l

only if f (t l) = F (t  2l ) for some function F (z ) of one
variable.
Comment. For readers' convenience, the proof is given

in the Appendix.

Our result justi es Birkho's formula. Let us

show that this result justies Birkho 's formula (1).
Namely, we will show that the search for the \most
beautiful" design is equivalent to looking for a design
for which the ratio (1) takes the largest possible value
for appropriately dened quantities and .
O

C

Indeed, since we assumed that the function ( ) is
monotonically decreasing in both variables, we can conclude that the function ( ) is monotonically decreasing too. So, looking for the \most beautiful" design
means looking for the design generated by a program
for which the product ( )  2l(p) takes the smallest
possible value, or, equivalently, for which the inverse
value 2 l(p) ( ) takes the largest possible value. We
have already mentioned that the running time ( ) is a
natural formalization of Birkho 's complexity , and
that Birkho 's \order" is a monotonically decreasing function of the program length ( ). Thus, looking
for the most beautiful design means looking for a design for which the ratio
takes the largest possible
value, where = ( ) and = 2 l(p) . So, we indeed
get a justication for Birkho 's formula.
f t l
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Our result makes perfect sense from the pragmatic viewpoint. In the above formalization of the

notion of the \most beautiful" design, we were using
two things at the same time: the design and the program which generates this design. Let us separate the
design from the program. Namely, for each possible design , we can dene its \beauty" ( ) as the smallest
possible value of the product ( )  2l(p) for all possible
programs which generate this design. Then, nding
the most beautiful design means nding the design
which satises all the requirements and for which thus
dened quantity ( ) takes the smallest possible value.
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This notion ( ) is known in the theory of Kolmogorov
complexity: namely, it was introduced by Leonid A.
Levin in 20] as one of the possible modications of
Kolmogorov complexity which takes into consideration
not only the length ( ) of the program, but its running time ( ) as well. Levin has proven that if we are
looking for an optimal (asymptotically fastest) universal algorithm for solving di erent search problems (like
the problems of design see, e.g., 15]), then this optimal algorithm should check all possible designs in the
increasing order of their Levin's complexity ( ) (see
1, 20, 21]).
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Thus, our formalization of beauty makes perfect pragmatic sense: if we want to nd the best design as fast
as possible, we must rst look among the prettiest designs (i.e., among the designs with the smallest possible
value of ( )), then among the next prettiest designs,
etc.
a x

4 Future work: we need a practically working
tool
This theoretical idea is not yet a practically
working tool.
Theoretically, Birkho 's idea seems to work well.
However, in practice, there is a big obstacle to

applying this idea, because Kolmogorov complexity is not algorithmically computable (see, e.g.,
9, 21]).
Levin's modication of Kolmogorov complexity is actually computable but computing it requires too long time, so for all practical purposes, it is not computable at all.
What can we do to make this criterion practically useful?

How to transform this theoretical idea into a
practically working tool? First idea: let's use
wavelets. The rst approach towards making this notion practical is to take into consideration the fact that
the Kolmogorov complexity is not computable because
it is based on considering all possible algorithms. If
p. 3

we limit the class of algorithms, we get a computable
version of Kolmogorov complexity. This idea was used,
e.g., in 16], where a similarly modied version of Kolmogorov complexity was used to successfully predict
the time required for a human to remember a geometric pattern. How can we come up with reasonable
computable analogues of complexity and order (symmetry)?
Complexity of a computer object (string, image, etc.)
can be measured by the ability of compressing programs to compress them. Thus, to get a computable
estimate for complexity, we can use an advanced compression algorithm (e.g., an algorithm that underlies
the widely used zip compression), and measure the
complexity by the length of the compressed object:
if the compressed text is short, the object was
easy
if the compressed text still takes many bits, the
compressed object was complex.
To measure the order (= symmetry, see, e.g., 29]) of
an object, we can, similarly, use compression procedures, but this time, only procedures which use symmetry to compress. The most widely known symmetrymotivated compression techniques is the wavelet compression (see, e.g., 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27,
28]). In view of this, we use the length of the wavelet
compression as an indication of the order:
an image with a short wavelet compression has
high order, while
an image whose wavelet compression has approximately the same length as the original image has
low order.
We are planning to experimentally check that these
denitions indeed lead to a reasonable characterization
of beauty.

How to transform this theoretical idea into a
practically working tool? Second idea: let's use
fuzzy logic. The second approach towards making
the notion of beauty practically useful is to take into
consideration that we humans have a good intuitive understanding of beauty, and thus, even when we cannot
give a precise description of what exactly is beautiful
and what is not, we can give a reasonable good description of beauty in terms of words from the natural
language.

Thus, in order to formalize the notion of beauty, it is
reasonable to use a methodology which successfully formalizes such statements { namely, the methodology of
fuzzy logic (see, e.g., 17, 26]). Our preliminary analysis shows that we can indeed get a good description
of beauty in this manner. Namely, we have shown that
simple rules from natural language explain why golden
proportion looks aesthetically pleasing 18, 19].
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